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Abstract. Some software packages have the same purpose, but different
operation methods. Users typically choose software that they find easier to
operate. However, this is not always the case, and users may be confused by
software operations in similar software packages. This study focuses on soft-
ware shortcut keys. End users can operate software efficiently when they learn
shortcut keys because they are independent of GUIs. Herein a learning operation
support system is proposed to illustrate the difference in shortcut key functions
between software packages. This system analyzes software manuals and source
codes to extract shortcut key combinations and functions, and the results are
color-coded displays of shortcut key combinations that carry out the same
function by software package.
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1 Introduction

Different companies and groups have developed software for the same purpose. For
example, web browsers (Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Firefox, Safari, etc.) are
designed to read web pages. Each platform (Windows, Android, Max OS X) has its
own default, but users tend to employ software that they are familiar with and find easy
to use. However, the security policy of a company or group may prohibit users from
installing software freely. Additionally, there are situations when users must use
existing software (e.g., a computer kiosk at a hotel). Therefore, users may not always
use their preferred software.

Operation method varies by software package. Even software packages for the
same purpose have different operation methods. If users have experience with similar
software, they may accept software operations of different package. However, this
behavior may depend on the software as end users may be confused about software
operations. If the operation method differs from other software, end users have to learn
to operate new software. Although it is desirable for software packages have consis-
tency between them, this may not be a priority for software developers.
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In addition, the mainstream method to operate software is a GUI (Graphical User
Interface) using pointing devices (hereafter referred to as a mouse). Using a mouse, end
users can operate software intuitively. However, the design of GUIs greatly varies not
only by software package but also by software version. Therefore, this study focuses on
software shortcut keys, which are an assigned combination of keyboard strokes that
correspond to a specific function. Even if the software’s version is changed, the
shortcut keys maintain consistency for basic operations, allowing end users to operate
the software efficiently and intuitively without depending on the GUIs once the shortcut
keys are learned.

This paper proposes a learning support system to operate software by illustrating
the differences in shortcut keys for specific functions in software packages by analyzing
software manuals as well as source codes to extract shortcut key combinations and
functions. The generated system displays shortcut key combinations to carry out the
same function in different software by color.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the operation method of the
software and operation learning support system. Section 3 details the consistency of
software operations. Section 4 discusses the architecture of the proposed system.
Section 5 evaluates this system. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper.

2 Learning Support for the Software Operation

2.1 Learning Software Operations

Easy-to-learn is one characteristic of software usability as learning software operations
allows users to competently operate software [1]. When end users obtain new software,
the first task is to learn the operations. Software often has multiple operation methods
(e.g., choosing from a menu, starting from an icon, etc.). Learning all the operations is
not easy, but because most users deploy the software immediately, they learn as part of
the interface. Initially users learn operation methods to conduct necessary functions,
and later improve their competency by learning effective operations. Because not all
users have positive experiences with a specific operation method, it is important that
software has multiple operation methods.

2.2 Software Operation Methods

Current software generally employs the GUI system. In a GUI, the input is mainly
through a mouse. End users can select functions using a GUI and by watching the
screen. Consequently, software operations are performed intuitively. In addition,
devices (e.g., tablet or smartphone) are adopting touch panels. Therefore, end users are
able to choose a function of the software even if they are inexperienced.

However, input via a mouse is time consuming because the mouse pointer must be
moved, especially if input content is large. Additionally, operations of the touch panel
can be difficult as users must tap the desired screen location precisely. Some software
also supports gesture operations, which call functions in accordance to the specific trace
when drawn with a mouse, but a gesture operation can be misrecognized or end users
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may not recognize the function. Therefore, using only GUIs does not provide a high
input efficiency.

A keyboard is commonly used by PC users. Another method to carry out software
functions is to use shortcut keys. A shortcut key, which is designed to increase work
efficiency, is an assigned combination of keys corresponding to a specific function.
This allows end users to operate software without depending on GUIs.

Support and assignment for shortcut keys vary by software package. As a result, a
shortcut key combination may not be assigned a function or may be assigned different
function depending on the software package. End users who employ shortcut keys of
other software unconsciously may have to exert much effort to learn new shortcut key
operations.

2.3 Related Works

Means for users to learn software operations include the operation manual, help system,
and tutorial system. However, these means are burdensome on software developers,
and methods have been proposed to assist in operation learning of end users. We have
proposed a method to generate a tutorial system by UML diagrams [2] and based on
end users’ operation logs and source programs [3]. Our tutorial system, which is
executed as the software is actually used, simulates the software running so that end
users can learn to operate it.

Chi et al. have proposed a method to generate a mixed media tutorial systems [4].
This method approach is mixed two types of tutorials, static tutorials and video tuto-
rials. This method generates screen capture video by into steps using software logs.
Generated tutorial shows static information, and highlights interactions through mouse
pointer by end users, this tutorial played video tutorial. This method is only supported
for mouse operation. When end users have to learn keyboard operation, this approach is
not enough for user support.

Li et al. have proposed a gamified interactive tutorial system [5]. Gamification is as
using elements of video games enhance to user experience. This method approach
expresses the progress model of the user by event driven state machine. The tutorial
system provide real-time feedback and recognize success and fail. This system provides
real-time audio visual feedback to end users for gamification. End users concentrate
this method for a long time and they can learn complicated operation. However, the
target of this system is operation complicated to some extent to satisfy a factor of
gamification. When end users want to learn only efficient operation about software with
the use experience, it is unsuitable.

3 Consistency of Software Operations

Consistency of a design allows users to perform an operation easily and intuitively. If
end users know that the same command and movement always produce the same result,
they can use a system with confidence. Because consistency makes software easier to
learn, the efforts of end users are also reduced. Commonly, consistency of assembly
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operations, including shortcut keys, is maintained in a software package, but tends to
vary between software packages.

On the other hand, shortcut keys are typically determined by the operating system
(OS) [6]. Instead of choosing a function in a menu with a mouse, the keyboard is used.
An example is overwrite preservation (save) in the Windows OS, which can be invoked
by simultaneously depressing the Ctrl key and s key. The application side can also use
this function. Thus, the shortcut key in the software should match that of the OS.

However, the meaning in the user interface, placement, and the operation of the
keyboard may vary according to the OS. Because the operation method may also vary
according to the hardware, software developers must maintain consistency between
software and different OSs.

Shortcut keys also depend on the software setting. Most shortcut keys are assigned
a common functionality. However, the correspondence of shortcut keys may vary
according to the intention of the developer or an environmental difference. In addition,
a function may not have an equivalent shortcut key.

Herein I surveyed the difference in shortcut keys in software with the same purpose
(e.g., web browsers). As web browsers are mainly used in Windows, the shortcut keys
in Internet Explorer (IE), Firefox, and Google Chrome were investigated. Table 1
shows a partial list of shortcut keys.

In common software, the allotment of shortcuts may differ, and developers may not
maintain operation consistency with the OS. Therefore, a system to automatically
generate the difference in shortcut key operations would be beneficial. The proposed
system allows end users to easily learn software operations.

4 Proposed System Architecture

Figure 1 shows an example of the generated operation learning support system. This
generated system displays shortcut key combinations by function name. The color-
coded system helps users learn the proper combination. Red denotes the commonly
used key, blue is the usage to be learned, and purple denotes the same key. This
operation learning support system allows end users to comprehend the shortcut key
operations visually.

Figure 2 depicts the system’s architecture, which involves five steps.

Table 1. Function of select shortcut keys by web browser

Shortcut key IE Firefox Chrome

F1 Show help
pages

- Show help pages

F7 Cursor browse Cursor browse -
Ctrl + K Duplicate tub Focus on find text field Focus on find text

field
Ctrl + Shift + N - Redisplay a closed

window
Open a secret window

Shift + ESC - - Display task manager
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Fig. 1. Example of the generated operation learning support system

Fig. 2. System architecture
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1. Analyze a shortcut key combination and the support method from the software
manual and source code.

2. Generate the configuration file based on the analysis results.
3. Add the necessary description to a configuration file (such as the function name of

the shortcut key, explanation of the function, operation of the shortcut key) and
select the software type.

4. Extract a shortcut key database based on the configuration files.
5. Generate the source code of the shortcut key learning software corresponding to the

software.

4.1 Analyzing Shortcut Key Combinations

This system analyzes the software source codes and software manuals. Currently, this
system supports software source code written in Java and manuals written in HTML.
The source code for shortcut keys written in Java is implemented by the “setAccel-
erator” method, while manuals in HTML often use a table format to describe shortcut
keys. The proposed system parses the HTML files using jsoup library [7], check Table
tag (<TR> and <TD>). Shortcut keys’ descriptions are often including “+” character
and modifier key name, such as Ctrl (Control), Shift, Meta. For example, a save
overwrite function shortcut key is described [Ctrl + S] in manuals. Other independent
shortcut keys are Function keys (F1 to F12), Home key, End key and Back Space key.
When these character string are included, this text is the explanation of the shortcut
key. Therefore, the proposed system checks the text in the table.

4.2 Generating the Configuration File Based on Analysis Results
and Adding Necessary Descriptions

The system generates a setting file from the analysis in Sect. 4.1. The configuration file
contains shortcut key combinations, function names, and the explanations of the
function. However, this analyzed data is insufficient to generate the shortcut key
learning support system because a software update may alter the shortcut key allotment.

Therefore, the software developer must add necessary data to this setting file. The
configuration file data is generated in the CSV format. The content in the setting file is
as follows:

• Name of the software
• The developer inputs the software name. The name of this item is displayed as

software target for the learning support.
• Type of application
• The developer selects the type of application, which is purpose of the software and

the type of learning support. This system uses information to match the represen-
tative existing software in the purpose of use.
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• Shortcut key description
• The software developer inputs function names, shortcut key combinations, and

explanations of the function to show buttons and a combo box. The functions are
often inputted sequentially from the top.

4.3 Comparing the Configuration File to the Existing Software Shortcut
Key Database

The proposed system compares the configuration file described in Sect. 4.2 to the
existing software shortcut key database, which is created beforehand. This database
compiles frequently used shortcut keys and is in the same format as the configuration
file.

This system is composed of the type of software described in the configuration file
and the purpose of the shortcut key settings of the same software from an existing
software shortcut key database.

4.4 Generating a Shortcut Key Learning System

This system generates the source code of the learning system based on the configu-
ration file and an existing software shortcut key database. The generated learning
system displays the buttons of the frequently used functions. Currently the learning
system is limited to the top ten functions. If there are more than ten, the remaining
functions are displayed in a combo box. The learning system is generated in Java
source code.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed system, the number of automatically extracted shortcut keys
in the target software was examined. Target software packages have source code
written in Java and a manual written in HTML. Each software package was evaluated
separately. The items evaluated in the Java source code were the shortcut key com-
binations and variable names substituted for function names. The items evaluated in the
HTML manual were shortcut key combinations and the explanation of the function.
Tables 2 and 3 show the results.

As a result of source code analysis of the Java software, proposed system was able
to extract the all shortcut key combinations in three software. In addition, proposed
system was able to extract the variable name of the part of GUI which supported.
However, about the UML diagram tool, proposed system was not able to extract the
combination of shortcut keys. This is because this tool implemented an original class
and a method to add shortcut key.

As a result of analysis of the HTML manual, proposed system was able to extract a
combination and the explanation of all shortcut key combinations in the Web browser.
However, image drawing software has the shortcut key combinations that the combi-
nation without the modifier keys. Proposed system was not able to extract these
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shortcut keys. In addition, proposed system extracted shortcut keys combination to
each OS because the mail client was multi-platform. In the case of a HTML manual
made assuming the plural OS’s, proposed system should extract shortcut key combi-
nations to the current OS.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I propose a learning support system for shortcut key combinations. Even
if end users are inexperienced with a software package, this system allows them to
easily learn and deploy shortcut key combinations. Consequently, this method can
assist end users, especially in unfamiliar environments such as a street kiosk.

In the future, I intend to:

• Increase the analysis precision of the shortcut keys.
• As functions within an application increase, so does the burden on developers. To

resolve this, I intend to improve the analysis precision of shortcut key data.
• Develop an automatic updating system for the existing software shortcut key

database
• The existing software shortcut key database was created manually. In the future, I

would like to devise a method that automatically updates the database by referring
to web pages.
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